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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an exploration of the relationships between the emperors Augustus and Napoleon
and the artists Livy and David, with the specific focus on the influences the two artists had on the
core ideologies ofthe rulers.
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Societies and the people that live in them are shaped by the ideologies that are
propagated to them. These come from many different sources including but not limited to
the government, religious institutions, and families. Every person’s world view and
beliefs are based upon a network of interpretive ideas that they adhere to, though most
people do not realize it. Essential to understanding how these elements shape the world
we live in is understanding exactly what an ideology is and how the propaganda that
brings it to us works.
Ideology is a slippery concept that can be hard to define. It comprises a schema of
ideas and values, on anywhere from the personal to national level that shapes the
behaviors, beliefs, and identities of those who adhere to it. Ideologies are not necessarily,
in fact usually not, chosen by those who hold to them; more often a person is steered into
accepting ideologies by families, peers, society etc. Moreover, one does not simply
accept a single ideology that dictates ever)1;hing they believe about the world, but instead
each person unknowingly holds many different ideologies that form a complex and
delicate network of values and beliefs. What ideologies a person adheres to in some way
makes them who they are. Their personal group of ideologies forms their behaviors that
distinguish them from other people.
If everyone is accepting ideologies that are shaping them, then where are these
ideas originating? David McLellan explains in his book Ideology that this is the central
question that is being sought after in recent studies ofthis subject. It is a concept that has
been created in the last 200 years. Several scholarly traditions differ on where ideologies
come from and how they work. The Marxist tradition, for example, seeks a society where
a particular group or class’ representatives would have a peculiar vocation for non-
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ideological thought" and in the Enlightenment tradition “that trust has been placed in an
objective science of society which would unmask the irrationality of ideological
concepts”(McLellan p.l).
Both of the major traditions that study ideology imagine a society without
ideologies. The idea is that in a utopian society everyone would be free ofinfluences on
their beliefs and they would be able to rationally choose each value and belief they hold
and that their behaviors would be completely voluntarily chosen. The catch in the
arguments of these different traditions is that in creating a belief about ideology they are
themselves creating another ideology for people to adhere to. However, if a person can
understand the concept of an ideology and how it affects society then they can avoid
being a blind victim to the ideologies they accept.
To study ideology is to study the origin of ideas. Ideologies are created by the fewelite thinkers within societies. The philosophies which they create not only affect their
own society, but also societies for generations to come. Ideologies encompass things
from the simplest aspects of daily life to the most complex and fundamental ideas one
holds. The concepts propagated to the people in a society by the institutions that run a
society create the nature of that society and the people that live in it. Though there can be,
and usually are, competing ideologies within societies, these beliefs make everything in
the world look black and white; it is your way, the right way, or it is wrong. The success
of individual dogmas rests on their ability to make your beliefs and stories in your mind
match up with real experiences.
Ideologies can reach the general public through propaganda. Propaganda is the
attempt to persuade somebody to do something or see something a certain way based
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upon the presentation of information and the manipulation of or withholding of the truth.
or just plain lies. Society is steeped in propaganda of every kind. According to Jowett and
O'Donnell there are three main types of propaganda: white, black and gray.‘‘White"
propaganda “comes from a source that is identified correctly, and the information in the
message tends to be correct"(Jowett and O'Donnell p. 12). This kind of propaganda uses
true information that is presented in such a way that makes the audience believe and trust
the propagator because the information ends up being correct. It attempts to persuade
people to their side and build credibility with them for the future (Jowett and O'Donnell
p. 12). For example any kind of attempt to create national pride by a government such as
victory celebration or building national monuments to the achievements of a government
or nation are white propaganda since they are seeking to create emotional pride and
allegiance of the people to them because of the legitimacy and rightness their success
proves.
Contrasting “white" propaganda is “black'' propaganda. It is “credited to a false
source and spreads lies, fabrications, and deceptions. Black propaganda is the ‘big lie"’
(Jowett and O'Donnell p.l3). This kind of propaganda is when the actual creator of the
message claims that it has a different author and through the message is trying to create a
negative view of something else. For example “black" propaganda was used when the
KGB sent out fake broadcasts from Radio Free Hungary of pathetic cries for help and
relieffrom the United States. These broadcasts sent the message to the people that the
United States was not there help them out in their revolution and that they would not be
there in the future, so it would be best to end their suffering and stop rebelling from the
Soviet Union (Jowett and O'Donnell p. 14).
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Jowett and O'Dormeirs final type of propaganda is “gray’" propaganda. It is
something in between “white” and “black” propaganda. It is propaganda where “the
source may or may not be correctly identified, and the accuracy ofthe information is
uncertain”(Jowett and O’Donnell p. 15). Distorting figures in a company sales report or
making a film solely for product placement all fall into the category of gray propaganda
(Jowett and O’Donnell p.15-18). This kind of propaganda mixes correct information with
distorted and false information so that the untrue information is made more credible by
the parts of the message that are actually correct.
Propaganda is used by many institutions and in many different ways. Eveiy^ group
is tiydng to persuade the populace that they are right. Propaganda can be found
everywhere in our society. The media is one major and influential source. Bill O’Reily on
Fox News Chanel advertises his show as the “no spin zone”, however the reality is that
he is propagandizing the viewers as much as any other news channel through his
presentation of the facts. He uses white propaganda to present true facts in such a way
that creates an emotional response of outrage against the opposing group; the liberals.
Bill O’ Reily does not simply present the daily news, he presents the daily news of the
ridiculous things that the liberals have done.
On other news channels such as CNN the liberals are doing the same thing against
the conservatives. They constantly show footage of needless death and suffering caused
by the war in the Middle East. Just as Fox News leaves out the parts of the story
including the good things done by the Liberals, so does CNN leave out the good things
done by conservatives and the War on Terror. In today’s strongly polarized political
world there are numerous examples of this kind of propaganda.
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Another example of this kind of propaganda is found in the Maoist International
Movement online publication called the MIM Notes. Headlines in this publication like
“Amerikan government spying, torturing, killing*’ and “Join the fight against the injustice
system” evoke this same outrage against the actions of the opposing party. This
propaganda tries to make the audience angry and emotional and ignore the rest of the
information out there on the subject. Ideally the people who read the publication or watch
a certain news channel will only go to that one source for information, thus making it
seem like that is the reality and that information from other sources are lies. The beauty
of propaganda is that it has the power to shape the reality of the audience.
Portrayals of the past are a specific type of propaganda that often prove to be very
effective. In some sense the way the past is recounted shapes what people will believe
about themselves in the present. For example the winner of a war wntes the history of it
and will always make themselves seem like the side that was in the right. Having a
history is something that is a very powerful tool in defining for people of a nation who
they are in the present. If a government or institution changes the way that the history of
their past is told then the people’s understanding of who they are changes. This is a very
useful tool for bringing about political change.
This type of propaganda is still seen today. The ultra-conservative factions within
the United States, such as the tea party, associate themselves with the founding fathers in
order to claim that they are advocating changes that will bring America back to a state
that the founding fathers intended for the country. Many other political groups invoke this
same idea that their ideas are founded in the past, which they set up as a time in which the
political situation, as they present it, was as it should be.
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This thesis uses a comparative approach to explore two specific, but different
instances in which the past was evoked in order to bring about great political
transformation within societies. The two subjects which will be compared are the
relationship between Livy and Augustus and the relationship between David and
Napoleon. Both of these two relationships involved elite producers of culture, Livy and
David, that recreated the past and started an ideological shift within the country. After
this, the power figures, Augustus and Napoleon, realized the ideological shift that the
work of these elite thinkers were producing or were a part of and aligned themselves with
both the person and the ideologies which their work was propagating to the people.
The key to both Livy and David being able to bring about an ideological shift
within their states is that their work specifically revolves around representing the past.
Livy wrote his version of the history of Rome which told the Roman people who they
were in a time when their identity had been confused by civil wars (Selincourt 7-12).
Livy was writing the “history” of the Roman people, but at the time the idea of history
was quite different than it is now.
The first person to actually write a history of Rome w^as a man named Fabius
Pictor who was working as late as 200 B.C.(Selincourt 7). Livy references him in his
own history of Rome. The early historians like Pictor were not so much interested in
historical

accuracy as they were with telling the stories of Rome's past in such a way that

reflected their current political issues. Livy also does this in his history (Selincourt 7).
Also much of Rome s past is not original myth but based on Greek and near Eastern
myths that were already established (Selincourt 8). Livy took the earlier histories of
Rome which were written by men like Pictor and used their m>^hs and information to
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then write his own version of the history of Rome, which reflects the issues which were
prevalent during his time, which were civil war and social Concordia (Selincourt 9).
Livy was also writing in a time when the idea of what Rome was and what it
meant to be a Roman was beginning to expand to include the rest of Italy in those
identities. During these civil wars the Roman citizens had pledged allegiance to many
different leaders and no longer knew who they were supposed to side with. Livy's work
had the effect of not only giving the Roman people a cohesive identity from their past,
but also told them what their nation should look like in the present (Selincourt 9-10).
The long civil wars had already made the people tired of the current political
situation and ready for a significant change. Livy’s History ofRome gave them a picture
of what the ideal government of past Republic looked like and made them want to have
one like it in the present (Selincourt 10). Augustus realized that the Roman people were
idealizing and internalizing the past that was presented to them by Livy and chose to
align himself with the historian in order to also associate himself with the political system
which they believed was not only their tradition, but would also bring about a second
golden age.
David’s portrayal of the past had much the same effect on France as Livy's did on
Rome, but he had to present a different kind of past due to the political situation of
France. France was a monarchy which had long been dominated by feudalism and the
church. Due to this David did not have an ancient French history offreedom and honor
which he could evoke in order to express his new ideologies. David lived and worked
during a time of great ideological change. He was one of the major propagators of these
changing ideologies along with the thinkers of the Enlightenment. Because France did
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not have the kind of immediate history that he needed to portray his ideas, and also
because of the rise of neoclassicism, he chose to paint scenes from Roman history'
displaying virtues and ideals that he wanted to transmit to the French people. He chose to
paint these scenes not to prop up ideas which he was trying to make the public believe,
but because he used classical history as a lens to explore the ideals of society that he
believed in. Curiously David painted many scenes which specifically came from Livy's
Early History’ ofRome.
By the time Napoleon became a major political power David has already achieved
that status of being a highly respected specialist on depictions ofthe past. He was also
regarded as a major political figure because of the messages that his paintings sent and
the political movements that he supported. Napoleon recognized the influence that
David’s paintings and their ideologies were having on France politically, and chose to
closely associate himself with the painter. At one point during Napoleon’s reign as
emperor he even named David the official imperial painter and commissioned several
paintings from him.
Both Augustus’ and Napoleon’s success as emperors who came in and not only
had great power during their reigns, but also completely changed the political situation of
their countries can be at least in part attributed to their associations with cultural experts
like Livy and David. Though the actual political shift in both empires occurred under
Augustus and Napoleon, it was the ideologies behind the political changes which account
for the readiness for the shifts to take place. Neither emperor came up with his own new
ideologies but rather merely aligned themselves with those of Livy and David. Aligning
themselves with these concepts greatly aided their rises to power and their abilities to
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draw allegiance from the people of their nations. By being seen as figures that not only
supported political change, but also a return to the ways ofthe past, both emperors gained
great support from the people of their nations.
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1:
Livy’s Ideological Shift
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In this thesis I am focusing on very specific stories from Livy, who wrote from
roughly 29 B.C. to 17 A.D., for several reasons. These stories exhibit key virtues that
Livy was trying to convey to the people of the Republic. They also give a view of a
society that was ordered in such a way that Livy believed was ideal. Also the stories that I
have selected were all painted by the French Revolutionary artist David. I believe that he
picked these stories because they present an ideally ordered political situation as well as
exhibit core virtues that citizens should have. David painted these scenes from Livy’s
history of Rome because he was unable to draw examples from France’s past ofthe kind
of society that he was exploring and advocating as a great artist during the
Enlightenment; one which was fair and free of a despotic monarchy. The stories from
Livy’s Rome were a well fitting choice for him as subjects of paintings that he meant to
carry political messages because the Neoclassical movement was going on and these
stories, and the Roman Republic which he upheld as an ideal, would have been known by
educated people in his time.
It is a curious fact that David never painted stories from other classical historians
or authors. This is possibly because Livy was upheld as the main Roman historian, or
also because Livy was also writing in a time of Roman political transition, which his
work helped to incite. Livy’s work in essence is about the emergence of Rome from a
monarchy to a new kind of government, one called a republic which was led by a key
charismatic political figure. However the political figure, Augustus, had not yet to arise
when Livy was first writing, making his history about a society that was emerging from a
monarchy not because a charismatic figure led the state into a new era. but because the
state was ready for a new era before a political leader came forward. This situation would
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also occur in France with the fall of the Ancien Regime and the rise of Napoleon as the
Emperor.
David was politically involved in the Enlightenment and a member ofthe Salon in
Paris. It is likely that he was drawn to Livy’s work because he felt that he had played a
role in the political transition in Rome that was similar to the role that he wanted to play
in France at the time. Not only was the Neoclassical movement in full force during
David’s time, but the Ancien Regime was also in the process of falling apart, making
absolutist monarchies unpopular and creating a political situation which called for a new
governmental structure.

The Historical Backgi'omd ofRome Leading Up to the Time ofAugutus and Livy
Rome’s history leading to the time of Augustus and Livy was filled with stories of
civil war and family strife. It is important to understand what was happening in the
Republic during the time directly leading to the era of Livy and Augustus because it puts
the changing ideologies and Augustus’ actions into context.
In the early years of the Republic, starting about 496 B.C., it was growing and
gaining power by conquering outlying provinces and making them Roman territories
(Liddell 101). The Roman state made a lot of money during this time from the booties of
war as well as taxes from the provinces, and trade with them. This however caused
internal problems since it was the military commanders, the patricians, who were the
ones making the money (Zanker 2). This extra money was of little benefit to the rest of
the Roman people.
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This was also a very violent time for Rome in which the mob, headed by opposing
Senators, started a civil war. Finally the Gracchi, two brothers who were tribunes.
attempted to pass a land reform in 133 B.C. that would give some of the patricians' vast
amounts of land to the plebeians. In response to their efforts however, opposing senators
had them brutally murdered in the streets of Rome, and with their deaths the revolution
also died (Liddell 518-526).
In 91 B.C. the people of the Italian provinces belonging to Rome petitioned for
Roman citizenship wanting the whole of Italy to become part of Rome. They were denied
by the Senate, which led to the Social Wars that lasted until 88 B.C (Liddell 575-581).
Gains Marius, a military commander, also made some military reforms which made life
for soldiers much better and resulted in greater loyalty of the troops to their commander
than to the Senate. Because of this increased loyalty to the commander, Marius got into a
civil war with another general, Sulla, who had been campaigning in the West. Sulla won
and used his military power to take over Rome and rule as a dictator (Liddell 582-610).
During the 50's B.C. three prominent Romans made a pact to rule Rome. The men
were Caesar, a military commander, Pompey, a prominent political figure, and Crassus, a
very wealthy man who controlled many of Rome's gangsters. Together these three men
formed the first triumvirate and through their coalition ruled Rome (Liddell 651-660).
The triumvirate was a delicately balanced alliance and when Crassus was unexpectedly
killed in battle while on campaign the balance was upset. Pompey and Caesar started a
civil war with one another which ended in Pompey being killed and Caesar becoming the
sole ruler of Rome. During this time Roman citizens yet again turned against each other
in civil war (Liddell 661-686). After this war however the healing process did not occur
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as it should have since Caesar took power by force. Many ofthe Roman people.
especially some of the senators, resented Caesar's rule and conspired against him. Caesar
was eventually assassinated by a senator named Brutus as a result of a plot by members
of the senate (Liddell 701).
When Caesar died Rome was in chaos (Liddell 703-704). Not only had there
recently been a civil war, but the empire had also expanded so much that the Republican
government, which held elections every year, could not realistically govern it all. Out of
this disorder a second triumvirate arose that kept a functioning republic from being
reinstated. This alliance was made up of Caesar's nephew and adopted son Octavian,
Lepidus, and Caesar's former military ally Marc Antony. Upon gaining control of Rome
they quickly declared another war against Caesar's murderers Brutus and Crassus. They
defeated them and split up the empire between them to rule. Antony was given the east,
Ledipus Hispania and Africa, and Octavian the West. Ledipus was more or less out of the
picture, and a power struggle between Antony and Octavian began in Rome. Ledipus was
formally taken out of the triumvirate when he tried to attack Rome and Octavian stopped
and exiled him (Liddell 708-712). It was during the time of this second Triumvirate that
Livy was writing (Selincourt 2-3).
At this point Antony and Octavian began a propaganda war against one another
and began to fight for support within Rome. The nation was being pulled in different
directions by Antony and Octavian and was headed toward another civil war. War finally
broke out at the battle of Actium in 31 BC where Octavian defeated Antony and won
control of Rome(Boardman, Griffin, and Muray 149-150).
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When Octavian returned to Rome things did not go as they had in the past after
civil wars. The people of Rome offered Octavian a dictatorship when he returned but he
refused it because he wanted to "restore” the Republic of Rome. In reality the
“restoration” was simply a return to the arbitrium of the S.P.Q.R, or Sentatus Pupolusque
Romanus. meaning, the Roman People and Senate. Instead he took office as the consul
and went about facilitating the restoration of the Roman Republic(Boardman, Griffin,
and Murray 150). Octavian was given many awards and honors by the people of Rome,
including the new name Augustus. “In my sixth and seventh consulships, after I had
stamped out the civil wars, and at a time when by universal consent I was in absolute
control of everything, I transferred the respublica from my own charge (‘ex mea
potestae’) to the discretion of the Senate and People of Rome. For this service I was
given the name ‘Augustus’ by decree ofthe Senate”(Cooley 34). This was also a tricky
time for Augustus and for the Roman people because the propaganda war between
Augustus and Antony leading up to the battle of Actium had been very fierce and
Augustus had painted Antony and his supports as being drugged by the Eastern Cleopatra
and thus being against Rome. But now that the war was over he had to find a way to
reincorporate Antony’s supporters into the new Republic since, although they had
supported Antony, they were still Romans.
Livy: The Voice ofChanging Roman Ideologies
Roman history was traced by changes in rule and by wars which were fought.
However it is not always the generals and rulers themselves who truly began the
revolutions or changed the political situations and the ideologies behind them. Augustus
is credited with having turned the Roman Republic into the Roman Empire right under
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the noses of the populace without them ever knowing what was happening. The switch to
an empire w^as facilitated by an ideological shift that was not created by Augustus; rather
he simply aligned himself with the emerging ideologies. This was one of the main keys to
his success as a political leader in Rome and to his eventual transformation of the Roman
state.
Just before Augustus, then known as Octavian, came to power the Roman
Republic had been engaged in civil war for many years. The wars were so long and so
intrusive into the lives of the Roman people that everyone was ready for a change and for
peace, but no one knew yet how to bring about that change, or even what that change
looked like. The result of this need for renewal was an ideological shift which began to
take place. The new emerging ideology of a peaceful and restored Rome, where morality
was once again praised, was expressed by many different leading citizens at the time.
including artists and writers such as Vergil, Horace, and Ovid. The Roman historian Livy
was one of these people who articulated the new ideology in his work.
There are several central themes in Livy’s history of Rome,especially his early
history of Rome, which was written before Augustus came to power. These themes
include political consensus, especially the ideal of putting the state above all else, social
Concordia, where Livy was dealing with the idea of civil war and how to heal Rome’s
wounds from them, and lastly exemplification of virtues(Lobur 13, 40). Livy was writing
the history of Rome, but in articulating the mythic past of Rome he was giving it a new
identity. He was writing down Rome’s past in order to convey who they were and what
they stood for in their present time.
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Political consensus in the early republic is a key theme in Livy's writing because
it was essential for Rome to be able to operate successfully as an empire. Although Rome
was a republic while Livy was writing, his work endorsed ideas that readied the Roman
populace for the shift to an Empire (Selincourt 2). Political consensus is the idea that
there is widespread adherence to the ruling political system and that there is generally
political agreement among the people. This is something that was seriously lacking in
Rome at the time due to the Civil Wars which left the republic constantly divided. Livy
reconciled the idea of political division in civil war to political consensus by writing
stories like the Oath of the Horatii where he showed political divisions among families,
but also an allegiance to the Roman state that in the end overcame any family divisions
and kept things in order(Livy 58-60). For Livy and many other Romans,the state must
always be first before anything or anyone else, and this ideal shows up again and again in
Livy's stories as will be explained later in this thesis.
Livy also exhibits social concordia in his writing in an attempt to give answers to
the people about how to heal the wounds of civil war. Rome was afflicted with many
long years of civil war and as a result it was both a relevant and painful topic for the
people. Many of his stories involved civil wars and dealt with the issue of what to do
once they were over. Livy advocates the idea of unity of state once the wars were over
(Livy 40-42). He tells stories such as that of the Oath ofthe Horatii, and Brutus, to
demonstrate that when the wars were over the previous supporters of the enemy become
part of the people of Rome again. It was only in this way that Rome could continue on.
since it could remain always divided. This issue was particularly relevant to Augustus
when he came to power because of the war he waged with Antony. Although he made
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Antony out to be the enemy of Rome, once the war was over he had to accept Antony’s
followers back into the state because in the end they were still part ofthe Roman people
(Liddell 728-730).
Lastly Livy showed the importance of morality and the exhibition of certain
virtues in his work. He especially harped upon Virtus, dementia,lustitia, and Pietas. He
wrote the history of Rome in such a way that the great heroes of Rome’s past possessed
these virtues. These heroes were the role models for the Roman people and thus
encouraged the Romans to a greater standard of morality than had previously been
popular in Rome. This advocating of virtues and morality lead the way for Augustus’
religious reforms (Zanker 8).
Another theme that Livy explores in his stories is that of Rome as a state made up
of all of the territories that it conquered, especially those within Italy. This was an
important point to Livy because he was from the town of Padua, Italy and not from Rome
(Selincourt 2). He was also living during the time of the Social Wars which were fought
over the issue of Roman citizenship for people, like Livy, who were living in the Italian
provinces (Liddell 575-581). Livy makes it very clear that he considers people from
neighboring communities to be Roman once they were conquered by Rome. He makes
this point in the story of the rape of the Sabines by showing that they became family and
integrated into the Roman nation after the war stopped (Livy 40-42). He also shows this
in the story of the Oath of the Horatii when the Romans keep no hostility against the
people of Alba Longa once the Curiatii are defeated and buried. In fact the Curiatii are
buried on the side closer to Rome than the Horatii are, showing the integration of Alba
Longa into the Roman state (Livy 58-59).
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The Rape and Inten^ention ofthe Sabine Women
One of Livy's earliest and more famous stories was that of the rape of the Sabine
Women. According to Liv>’ when Rome was first founded the men had no wives so
Romulus devised a plan to invite Rome's neighbors, the Sabines, for a festival honoring
Neptune as a pretense to get close to their daughters. The Sabine men and women
attended the festival which was very elaborate and in the middle of it the Roman men
kidnapped the Sabine daughters and carried them offto be their wives. This act of
violence and insolence against the Sabines, of course, immediately started a war between
the communities (Livy 40-42).
The Sabines attacked Rome, demanding that the Romans return their women, but
Rome was ready for them. By this time the Sabine women were wives to the Romans and
the war was not just between two separate nations, but through the marriages had become
a civil war which pitted fathers against sons. Recognizing this issue the Sabine women
intervened on the battle field.
“This was the moment when the Sabine women,the original cause ofthe quarrel,
played their decisive part. The dreadful situation in which they found themselves
banished their natural timidity and gave them courage to intervene. With loosened
hair and rent garments they braved the flying spears and thrust their way in a body
between the embattled armies. They parted the angry combatants; because they
besought their fathers on the one side, their husbands on the other, to spare
themselves the curse of shedding kindred blood.‘We are mothers now', they
cried; ‘Our children are your sons- your grandsons; do not put on them the stain
of parricide. If our marriage- if the relationship between you- is hateful to you,
turn your anger against us. We are the cause of strife; on account our husbands
and fathers lie wounded or dead, and we would rather die ourselves than live on
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either widowed or orphaned/ The effect ofthe appeal was immediate and
profound.(Livy 45-46).”
With this stor>’ Livy immediately set the ground for both a background and instruction on
civil war reconciliation, but he also portrayed core Roman values.
Li\ y purposely made both sides in this story guilty of deception so that there
could not be perceived to be a “right" side and a “wrong" side. As his history told, though
the Romans were the first to commit a wrong against the Sabines by stealing their
women, the Sabines also committed wrongs. When they came to attack the Roman
citadel they got a Roman girl who was the daughter of Spurius Tarpeius to come and let a
group of Sabine soldiers into the citadel in return for what they wore on their left arms.
She expected to be paid in the gold bracelets that they wore, but instead they threw their
shields on her and crushed her to death (Livy 44). Though she was a traitor and would
have been seen as deserving her fate, the fact that the Sabines tricked her still remained.
This story clearly showed the Roman desire during the time of Livy for the end of
the civil wars and for the incorporation of Rome’s conquered territories into the empire
since it was mainly a story about internal strife that was overcome by familial bonds. The
Roman people not only wanted the wars to be over, but they wanted a time of peace and
prosperity in which the family would be the main focus. Livy wrote this story to
exemplify these desires. Not only did the Sabine women stop the civil war between their
husbands and fathers, but they stopped it by entreaties to familial ties and peace. This part
of the tale showed that the battle was not only stopped because they wanted to avoid the
curse of parricide, but also because the Roman and the Sabine men valued the family and
wanted to be able to li\e peacefully. The family is one ofthe things that is most affected
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in the civil wars and this was something that the Romans during Livy’s time desperately
wanted to be peaceful and prosperous.
The interv ention of the Sabine women highlights Roman virtues of virtus and
dementia. Livy set up the Sabine women themselves as the real heroes of this story when
he wrote, “The dreadful situation in which they found themselves banished their natural
timidity and gave them courage to intervene (Livy 45).” He made them look like the
ideal, quiet Roman women who would only be incited to action by something which
would harm their husbands and their families. Further, their noble, womanly virtue led
them to put themselves into harm's way by entering the battle field unarmed and to offer
their own lives as sacrifices before their husbands and fathers would kill each other.‘Tf
our marriage- if the relationship between you- is hateful to you, turn your anger against
us. We are the cause of strife; on account our husbands and fathers lie wounded or dead.
and we would rather die ourselves than live on either widowed or orphaned (Livy 46).
Also both the Roman and Sabine men in this story showed dementia by being
merciful to one another and forgiving the wrongs that they had each committed. Not only
did they agree to stop fighting, but they also agreed to take the others as family members
and not hold their past between them. This was something that was very important for
Livy to show in this story, dementia was a key virtue that the Romans needed to possess
in order to be able to forgive one another for the atrocities of civil war and move forward
and become a unified nation again. In the rape and intervention of the Sabine women
Livy not only showed wLat a virtuous Roman woman looked like, but he also showed
how to let go of past issues and successfully end a civil war while highlighting the
importance of peace and the family.
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Brutus
Another story exhibiting Livy's key themes and virtues in his early history of
Rome w as that of the first consul Brutus. As Livy wrote Rome was under the rule ofthe
last king Tarquinius. an evil monarch w^ho exploited the people. The tension between the
Roman people and Tarquinius finally came to a head when his son raped the virtuous
w ife of one of his generals named Lucretia. Brutus was there with his friend and the
husband of Lucretia, Collatinus, when she sent a messenger to her husband to tell him
that she had been raped by Tarquinius. After she told them what had happened, that
Tarquinius had forced her to give in to him upon threat of killing and shaming her with
the rumor that he had caught her with her slave, she stabbed herself with Collatinus'
sword and died. Brutus pulled the bloody sword out of Lucretia and swore on it with
Collatinus and Lucretia's father Valerius that they would end the reign of the Tarquins
(Livy 100-103).
Brutus led a rebellion against Tarquinius and overthrew him. However rather than
becoming the ruler himself when the people of Rome offered him the crown, he instead
started the Republic which ruled Rome by a committee of elected officials called the
Senate. Brutus was elected as one of the first consuls of the Roman Republic (Livy 103108). After the Republic had been set up Tarquin sought to raise an army and come back
from exile and win back Rome. He sent a messenger to the Senate to ask to have his
property back w^hich had been taken aw^ay when he was exiled. While the messenger was
in the city he spread w^ord to key Roman men that Tarquin was going to come back and
that he w'ould reward supporters. Among the men who agreed to help Tarquin were
Brutus' two sons. The plot was soon uncovered as well as the names of other Romans
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who were supporting Tarquin. The traitors where punished publicly according to the law.
including Brutus' sons(Livy 109-113).
Livy wrote of the sight of the traitors' punishment:
“It w'as a memorable scene: for the consular office imposed upon a father the duty
of exacting the supreme penalty from his sons, so that he who, of all men, should
have been spared the sight of their suffering, was the one whom fate ordained to
enforce it. The condemned criminals were bound to the stake; all were young men
of the best blood in Rome, but only the consul’s sons drew the eyes of the
spectators...The consuls took their seats on the tribunal; the lictors were ordered
to carry out the sentence. The prisoners were stripped, flogged, and beheaded.
Throughout the pititful scene all eyes were on the father’s face, where a father’s
anguish was plain to see.(Livy 112-113)”
Livy's description of this moment in Rome’s past carried several lessons in it.
First it set the Roman state as the highest cause, even above the family, which he had
previously endorsed in his tale ofthe intervention ofthe Sabine women.(This would be
an important virtue for the people of Rome to understand soon after the publication of
Livy's early history of Rome because Octavian would conquer and cause the death of his
former brother-in-law Antony at the battle of Actium.) The freedom of the Roman state
was more important to Brutus, the hero and role model in this story, than even the lives of
his own sons. Moreover, this story also exhibited social Concordia since there was a
consensus among the Roman people about what should be done to traitors and that
sentence was carried out. even though two ofthe prisoners were the consul's sons.
Having strict punishment for traitors showed that the Roman Republic would not tolerate
treachery among its people.
L Wy found a delicate balance in creating Brutus as the perfect hero of the
Republic in this story. He endowed Brutus with the virtues of iustitia and virtm. He w'as
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above all just and virtuous in his decision to first and foremost look out for the interests
of the Republic, and to uphold its laws even at his own personal cost. However he was
also a man of compassion and action as was evidenced by his reaction to the rape and
suicide of Lucretia and his leadership in the rebellion against Tarquin. But Livy wrote
him as a character that knew when to take action and when to do nothing. Brutus not only
did not save his sons from their punishment, but he also attended the execution in
fulfillment of his duty as consul.
Livy avoided making him seem hard and unloving by writing, “Throughout the
pitiful scene all eyes were on the father's face, where a father’s anguish was plain to see
(Livy 113).“ Instead Brutus came off as a father who loved his sons, but who merely
knew his place in society and respected the Republic enough to let his sons receive the
punishment that they had earned.

The Oath of The Horatii
Another story that Livy wrote shows the main themes and virtues that he was
propagating to the Roman people is that of the heroic Horatii brothers ending the war
between Rome and its neighbor Alba Longa. According to the Roman myth that Livy
was canonizing there had been a war going on between Rome and Alba Longa and the
two commanders of the army made an agreement that they should each elect three men to
fight for their nation in order to decide who would be the winner and who would be the
loser, rather than lose so many lives in an all out battle. The Romans elected three brave
brothers named the Horatii and the Albans elected three brothers named the Curiatii.
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They took an oath which was administered by a priest before the battle to not be
the first to depart the battle field on threat of being cursed by Jove. Livy wrote ofthe
scene before the battle:
As they stepped forward into the lists between the two armies their hearts were
high, and ringing in their ears were the voices of friends, bidding them remember
that their parents, their country, and their country’s gods, their fellow soldiers and
all they lived at home, would be watching their prowess, and that all eyes were on
their swords...The stakes were high; upon the luck or valor ofthree men hung
empire or slavery (Livy 58-59).
Livy not only captured the tenseness of the fight between the two sets of brothers, but
also portrays how much pressure the Romans put on the brothers to not only succeed and
save the nation of Rome, but to also fight bravely and not shame them.
The fight between the Horatii and the Curiatii began and at the beginning all three
of the Albans were wounded. Soon after that however,two of the Horatii were killed.
There was only one Roman left against the three Curiatii, but he amazingly defeated them
one by one and won the victory for Rome. The Romans celebrated the hard won victory
and their narrow escape from slavery (Liddell 35).
What Livy wrote about what happened after the fight held a very important
message about recovery from civil war that he wanted the Roman people in his time to
understand:
“The two sides then buried their dead, a common task but performed with very
different feelings by victors and vanquished. Alba was subject now to her
mistress. The graves are still to be seen at the place where each man fell: those of
the two Romans together, in the direction of Alba; those of the three Albans
nearer Rome and at some distance from each other (Livy 60)’*.
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In this simple passage Livy showed several keys to social Concordia\ first he showed that
once the fighting was over the two sides partook in a common act together by burying
their dead. This not only showed that they both suffered losses, despite the fact that one
side won and one side lost, but it also exhibited that they were able to do something
together.
Furthermore this passage in Livy’s tale ofthe fight between the Horatii and the
Curiatti demonstrated that for the two sides to be able to move on after the civil strife
they had to commemorate what had happened and pay honor to both sides. After the
battle they not only erected grave markers for the Romans who died, since they belonged
to the victorious side, but also to the three Albans who lost their life and also their
country’s freedom. Also, instead of burying the dead closer to their respective country,
they buried the Albans closer to Rome,and the Romans closer to Alba Longa (Liddell
35). This exhibited the dissipation of tension and strife between the two nations now that
the war was over.
Livy added further instruction on how to incorporate the defeated enemy back
into the nation just after his description of the burial, “Before the troops left their stations,
Mettius asked Tullus what, by terms of the agreement, he now required him to do, and
Tullus instructed him to keep his men under arms as they would be a useful
reinforcement if Rome should find herself at war with Veii (Livy 60)”. This showed an
incredible amount of trust on the part ofthe Roman general and this trust was the
beginning of a new bond between the Romans and the Albans.
In this story, as in his other key stories, Livy was also setting up the Horatii
brothers, especially the one that lived, as heroes possessing important “Roman virtues".
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First, he endowed them with the virtue of bravery and intense loyalty to the Roman state.
They took an oath before the priest during a sacrifice ceremony that they would not run
from the fight and that basically they would lay their lives down for Rome before they
would stop fighting. Livy displayed this virtue in his heroes in many of his stories
because he belie\'ed it to be essential to the survival ofthe Roman state.
Livy's Relationship to Augustus
Each of Li\ y's stories exhibited changing ideologies, especially pertaining to how
Rome should deal with the side that lost after civil wars and the key virtues that Roman
citizens should strive for. Augustus recognized that Livy was conveying to the people not
only a past that was heroic and was something which gave them pride and an identity, but
also something which gave the people a picture of what Rome should look like in the
future. Livy depicted the Rome of the past as a kind of pure and ideal society in his
history and by doing that he conveyed to the people that if they “reformed” Rome to
become more like it was in the past, then it would be a better place.
Augustus knew the works of Livy when he was rising to power and he knew the
ideologies that Livy was propagating since he began writing his early history of Rome in
29 B.C.(Livy 2). Wisely he aligned himself with Livy and adopted his call to “reform”
and go back to the way that Rome used to be, according to Livy. Augustus’ political
platform was based on an incitement to moral reform, as well as the end of the civil wars
and extreme devotion to the state. All of these things were lauded by Livy in his history.
Augustus masked his transition of the Republic to an Empire by staging it as a reform. He
also did his best to appear to possess the same virtues that the heroes in Livy's stories did
so that he could be seen by the people as the savior and hero of Rome. Augustus
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experienced amazing success in his political career and was loved and given great
amounts of power by the Roman people, all w^hile refusing to become the actual Emperor
of Rome like his stepfather Caesar (Cooley 40).
The nature of personal relationship between Augustus and Livy, or whether there
even was one. is something that is debated in classical scholarship. Those who argue that
Augustus and Livy had a close and personal relationship use several pieces of main
evidence to support their claim. First they cite the fact that according to Tacitus
Cremutius Cordus called Augustus and Livy ‘‘amicitiae", meaning “friend” in a speech
while he w'as on trial in the Senate. Badian explains in his article Livy and Augustus that
this does not prove that the two men were actually close friends, or that they were even in
contact. It merely shows that Livy was not an enemy of Augustus and that the two were
on good terms(Badian 11-12).
The next piece of evidence that is usually brought up in support ofthe close
relationship between Augustus and Livy is a famous passage about A. Cornelius Cossus
and the corslet in which it mentions that Augustus corrected something in Livy’s writing.
Badian explains that this does not necessarily mean that Augustus was reading Livy’s
drafts but that he perhaps heard him reading his writing in a public place and felt
obligated to point out the correction. Badian also asserts that this also does not
necessarily mean that Augustus communicated the correction to Livy by conversation
(Badian 13-16).
Many scholars try to scrutinize Livy’s actual writing to find phrases that they can
use as evidence of both his flattery and praise of Augustus or of his sarcasm toward him
and his disdain for the new' Roman government. This type of“evidence’* is really useless
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in proving either point since it can go on endlessly (Badian 21-22). The specific dates of
Livy's birth, death, and publications are also all disputed by several years, each argument
being bolstered by weak support from the writing of another not completely reliable
Roman historian (Badian 9-29).
Augustus and Livy's relationship cannot be proven to have been close or not, all that
can be definitively concluded from the little evidence we have oftheir relationship is that
first the two men were not on bad terms since Augustus did not attempt to stop Livy’s
writings. The second is that Augustus was definitely aware of Livy’s writing (Badian 26).
Also, while Livy's specific feeling towards Augustus, whether positive or negative,
cannot be proved it can be deduced that “he was glad of the peace the Princeps had
brought" and seemed to have generally good feelings towards him (Badian 19). Livy and
many other authors such as Ovid and Vergil, despite the patronage of Augustus’ advisor
Meacenas, felt free to WTite what they wanted during Augustus’ rule (Badian 29).
Though a close relationship between Augustus and Livy cannot be confirmed, it has
been shown by T. J. Luce that Augustus did in fact hold Livy’s works in high regard. He
used them as a reference for picking out who the “summi viri”, or “greatest men”, should
be when he w'as building his forum Augustum. He bolsters his argument by showing that
many of Augustus’ picks ,such as C. Cornelius Cethegus and L. Albinius, were also
upheld by Livy in his history' of Rome as great men (Luce 123-135).
Augustus' relationship with Livy was one that was later mirrored in many ways by
Napoleon and David. Livy was a historian w^ho was not only famous and producing work
that was portraying major political and ideological messages to the people of Rome, but
W'as also respected as an important member of Roman society because of his success and
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fame. The ideologies that Augustus presented himself as standing by when he entered the
political scene were the same ones that were displayed in Liv)^’s work. Augustus did not
come up w ith his own original ideologies that changed Rome, he just recognized the
ideologies that Li\ y was expressing in his history and chose to align himself with them.
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Chapter 2:
David and Napoleon as a Mirror Image Relationship to That of Livy
and Augustus
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Like Augustus, Napoleon also recognized that David, who was a political figure as
well as an artist like Livy, was exploring and presenting ideals and virtues in his work
that were essential to the foundation of an empire. He also was aware ofthe fact that the
ideals of the Enlightenment which were being spread by thinkers such as David, were a
result of the fact that France was ready to shed the Monarchy and experience major
political change.
The Rise ofNeoclassicism

Neoclassicism was the most popular style of art at the time of Napoleon and the
French Revolution. This style experienced a great revival and rise in popularity around
this time due to the enlightenment. Though the Classics and Greece and Rome had long
been studied by scholars and the upper classes, especially since the Renaissance, during
the enlightenment the study of these ancient cultures became much more widespread.

Ancient Greece and Rome were studied by the elite, because they saw them as a
golden age in thinking and in society. Ancient Greece and Rome were societies in which
the upper classes had political power over the lower classes and in which art and
philosophy flourished. The military prowess of rulers and generals such as Alexander the
Great, Caesar, and Augustus were also looked at as exemplary ofthe greatness of the
ancient times. During the Enlightenment there was a revolution in philosophy and
thinking and in some ways a return to the admiration of philosophy which was present in
the classical societies.

An increase in the archaeological finds from these classical civilizations also led
to an increase in popular interest in them by not only scholars and archaeologists but also
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b>' the general edueated population of Europe. Not only was more information about
them being unco\ ered from the finds, but they were also attracting a large amount of
attention to ancient Greece and Rome. One of the most important excavations of the
ancient world was that of Pompeii and Herculaneum from 1738 to 1748(Irwin 36).
These two exca\ ations produced more information about the Roman way of life than had
ever been known before and “the cumulative effect of these archaeological finds was
both to create a heightened sense of awareness of classical antiquity and to stimulate a
classical revi\ al in the arts*'(Irwin 37).

Though these finds were sensational the images of the artifacts found there did
not reach the public directly. The artifacts were displayed in a museum in Naples, which
was virtually the only way to see what had been found at the sites since on site sketches
of the artifacts were forbidden. A few engravings were given as diplomatic gifts, but most
people would not have seen these, which heightened the effect of a trip to the museum in
Naples (Irwin 41).

The same effect was achieved in the excavation of Paestum, near the coast of
Salerno, and the three Greek temples found there. Paestum offered an example of some of
the earliest Greek architecture that could be viewed by artists and architecture without
actually having to make the even longer trip to Greece (Irwin 43). The Doric style
seemed plain and was surprising to many of the visitors who were used to the grandeur of
eighteenth century architectural and artistic style. However the discovery of these temples
and the introduction of their style into the artistic and architectural realm of the
eighteenth century, even if it was not integrated immediately, laid the foundation for the
architectural Greek re\ ival that began later (Irwin 44).
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In the eighteenth century because so many of the ancient sites and works of art
could only be viewed first hand due to the lack of reproductions, it became popular for
young aristocrats to tra\ el to Italy to see them. This trip was known as the Grand Tour of
Italy. It was usually taken when the young aristocrats reached around the age oftwenty.
On a\ erage this trip took about six weeks and about three hours a day would be spent
w'ith a guide \ isiting places like villas, churches, museums, and ancient sites (Irwin 20).

Ancient Greece and Rome thus became an integral part of elite education, greatly
affecting view s of politics and society. Many elites also hired artists to accompany them
on their trip and had the artist sketch or paint the places that they visited so that they
could take the pictures back home with them. Due to this the imagery of the ancient
world was becoming increasingly more familiar throughout Europe (Irwin 44).

Gradually imagery of the ancient world began to be widely used in art work. They
used these images not only because ancient Greece and Rome were highly esteemed for
their art and famous thinkers such as Socrates and Plato, but also because people viewed
the ancient world as a golden age in society and rulers (Irwin 15). The Enlightenment was
partially aimed at the rebirth of thought and education and the Enlightenment thinkers
idealized ancient Greece and Rome as a golden age of philosophy. Because of this many
Enlightenment thinkers w^anted to mold modem society, politics, and philosophy into
something that more closely resembled ancient Greece and Rome.

The interest in the ancient world showed up in the popular art and architecture of
the time. The formal neoclassical movement was a reaction against the grossly intricate
and grand Rococo style. The rejection of Rococo in the second half of the eighteenth
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There w ere se\ eral \ irtues which were held up as ideals and which were
propagated b\- Napoleon through art during this time. These included heroism, loyalty to
the Nation, and patriotic self- sacrifice (Irwin 144). These themes showed up again and
again in the subject matter of art in this period since these ideals were being propagated
to the people of Franee. The goal was to make the people of France conform to these
ideals and to encourage them to strive for these virtues in themselves as well. This
method was also used by Augustus when he w'as creating the Roman Empire. Ifthe ideal
citizen is shown to be completeh- loyal to the state, to the exclusion of his own well being
and loyalty to his family, and that idealized citizen is then mimicked by the rest ofthe
population to some extent then an extreme loyalty to the state and by extension is created.
It is through this extreme loyalty, and through creating the belief that one’s empire or
nation is not only the best in the world, but also in a golden age, that the emperor gains
unstoppable power and is able to mold the nation into the kind of empire that he wants.

This method of propagation w^as not new^ however, it was used by the Romans as
well. They ereated stories, or myths, which may or may not have been completely true
stories which told of how certain citizens in the past acted in ideal ways and by defect
encouraged the people hearing them to follow the example of the hero or heroine of the
stor>^ For example, the stor>^ of the rape of Lucretia was told by Livy and was known
well in ancient Rome because they upheld Lucretia as the ideal Roman woman and
wanted other Roman women to act with selflessness and utmost respect for the Roman
state and hierarchy as she had (Livy 100-103).

This story con\ eys the ideal that a woman stay at home and that she never bring
shame on her husband, even if she. through no wTong of her owm, has to take her own life
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to avoid bringing him shame. Rome, unlike our society today, operated on a basis of
shame rather than a basis of mere moral right and wrong. The issue was not whether
someone had done something wrong, but whether they had done something shameful.
Because of this it was necessar>- for Lucretia to kill herself because she was shamed, even
though she had done nothing wrong (Liddell 61).

Da\ id also exemplified virtues in his paintings as well. Many of which were of
classical scenes that included a moral that was relevant to the people and political ideas
of Napoleonic France. Da\ id also would sometimes paint several different paintings
con\'eying the same point or moral. Albert Boime in his^r/ m the Age ofBonapartism
argues that David's Oath ofthe Horatii. Tennis Court Oath, and Distribution ofthe
Eagles paintings can all be \ iewed together as a series of oath paintings displaying
mainly the virtue of loyalty to the Nation.

The Oath Paintings

The first painting in the series of oath paintings was the Oath ofthe Horatii begun
by David in 1781 and finally finished and presented to the Salon in 1785 (Roberts 16).
This was the painting that made David famous. It was commissioned by the King of
France w'ho wished David to paint a scene depicting loyalty to the king. David, however,
instead made the painting more about loyalty to the state, rather than the monarchy,even
though the painting was done five years before the revolution (Roberts 20).

This painting show^s the moment of the oath taking in the ancient story of the
Floratii. The story is told by Livy in book three of his History of Rome(Roberts 22). The
story takes place in ancient Rome when it was still ruled by kings. Rome was fighting
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with Alba o\ or cattle theft so each eountrv choose three men to fiaht to settle the dispute;
Rome chose the 1 loratii sons and Alba chose the Curiatii sons. It was complicated
because one ol'the 1 loratii was married to a Curiatii woman and one of the Horatii
daughters w as engaged to a Curiatii. The two sets of brothers went to battle and after his
two \ 0Linger brothers were killed the eldest Horatii, Horatius. killed all three of the
Curiatii claiming \ ietory for Rome. When he returned home his sister was angry with
him for killing her fiance so he killed her (Roberts 22). Though the story is a sad one, it is
a \'ery patriotic story exhibiting the core Roman value of the state above the individual or
the family, fhe moment that Da\ id chose to paint from this story is not one that is the
described b\- Li\ v. but one that

Da\’id imagined (Roberts 22). It is the moment that Horatii take the oath their father and

m

Figure 1: Oath of the Horotii F win 146 J47
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the Roman stale, with their hands outstretched to their swords while their wife, fiance,
and motlier w cep in the background because they are going to kill their relatives and
because the\ arc promising to “conquer or die"(Roberts 24). David however was not
alwa> s planning to paint that moment. His original sketches were of Horatius standing
over the bod\- of his sister Camilla after he has just killed her upon his return. Although
this scene con\ e\ ed sirongl>- lo\ alty to the state over the family David chose not to
portray it because he thought it was too brutal and seemed to carry a negative side to it,
so he instead opted to paint the moment of the oath taking (Roberts 23). David painted
the three brothers in a rigid > et powerful stance with their arms outstretched to their
father who is holding their sw ords upon w'hich they are taking their oath. The eldest son,
Horatius. is on the outside and is holding a pike in his other hand. The sons are ready for
battle and are w illingh’ taking the oath to their father. The father has a grim and non
emotional expression on his face, in fact he is not even looking at his sons, but he is
looking upward. He is gi\'ing aw^ay his sons to the ser\dce of Rome and making them
promise to be victorious or to come back dead. The women sit weeping and slumped
behind the father and are the only source of emotion in the painting.

David seems to be not only conveying the Roman virtue of loyalty to the state
over one's own life and family in this painting, but perhaps even advocating the ancient
Roman hierarchy that this painting seems to represent. The Romans had at the core of
their social system and beliefs a strict hierarchy of power. At the top was the gods, then
the Roman stale and by default the patricians because they ran the state, then the family.
Within society fathers w ere the heads of the families, they governed their wives and their
daughters. Plebeians w ere beneath the Patricians and slaves were below them. It was
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striclh' forbidden to \ iolatc the social hierarchy in any way because ifthe hierarchy were
to be ruined then the Roman state and everything it was built upon would be ruined too.
Violating the hierarchy was extremely shameful.

Da\'id. though not explicitly advocating this kind of a hierarchy for France in
Oath ofthe Horatii, is definiteh’ reflecting it. Roberts points out in his book on David
that there is a strong dix ision in this particular painting between the female figures and
the male figures. Thex’ are not only separated by space, but also by light and dark, and by
emotion and gesture (Roberts 25). The Horatii and their father are in the foreground and
are painted in bright colors and are standing in the light. Their oath taking is definitely
the main action of the painting. The xxomen hoxvever are painted off to the side behind
the father who is the head of the household. Their colors are more muted and dull and
rather than hax ing a rigid and commanding stance they are sitting slumped and limp in
grief. Their ex es are also not open as the male figure's are.

There is clearl x’ a difference in the importance of the men and the women in this
painting from the xvay that Dax'id painted it. It might be stretching it too far to say that
David was advocating such a strict Roman hierarchy system for France, but it is
presented. Perhaps he was advocating more the upper end of the Hierarchy system,
namely God then state, led by the monarchy, and then family.

This viexv could further be bolstered by Albert Boime's commentary that, “The
theme of the oath binding sons to father, and by extension the fatherland, required the
representation of the uncompromising discipline and obedience advocated by the French
state to recognize the arm> and regenerate the state'XBoime 4). Napoleon aligned himself
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Figure 2: Doth of the Tennis Courts Roberts fig. 13

ivith the

} belief
that
France
needed
to be
regener
ated
into a
state that had this kind of hierarchy because it necessitated a place for an emperor and for
strict loy alty to the state. I'or the French Empire to be successful there needed to be a
belief that they were hound in lo\alt\- to France in and of itself, rather than to the
monarchy, and by extension bound to the Emperor as the head of the nation.

The Second oath painting that Daiid did was the Oath of(he Tennis Court which
he began in 1790 and stopped working on in 1791. though he himself never really
thought it was I'mished. This was a particularly productive yeai' from him, which was
probably the result of his in\oh’ement in the politics of the French Revolution and the
success and fame that the Oath ofthe Horatii brought him (Roberts 54), The Oath ofthe
Tennis Court also depicted a scene in which an oath was being taken to the nation in spite
of the dangers that suiTounded the subjects' devotion. David was not present at the actual
event so he made a trip to the tennis court afterwards and made a sketch of it (Roberts
52). I le only took a few artistic liberties with the construction of the setting in order to
heighten the drama of the scene.
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Da\ id low cred the ceilincs and walls of the tennis court in order to create a closer
environment in w hich the central figures appeared larger and more important(Roberts
52). In addition to this he also positioned the spectators and delegates in such a way that
the central figures are not not blocked by the crow'd. The main figure in the painting,
Bailly. is standing on a table that is brought into the foreground while the delegates,
rather than being separated into Uvo groups are painted all together to show the unity that
the oath was creating (Roberts 52). The delegates who have just taken the oath are
grasping hands, w hile the one delegate who refused to take it has his arms crossed and is
sitting down with his legs angled away from the center ofthe painting (Roberts 53).

The painting not only shows the unity of the moment and the oath, but also the
urgency, chaos, and potential danger. One of the most noticeable characteristics ofthe
painting is how crow'ded the room is. This adds a sense ofchaos and ofimmediacy. The
majority of the people in the scene actively partake in the oath, many their mouths
opened and their hands outstretched. The audience also seems to be unified into a mass of
people, as they meld together into one continuous crowd and embrace each other,
representing the unity of the nation.

The sense of danger and urgency is created by the presence of soldiers with
bayonets and muskets standing in the upper gallery looking down (Roberts 54). It is clear
that none of the oath takers are anned and it seems that the moment hangs in the balance
and that the situation could be a disaster at any moment. David also painted a storm going
on outside that is just noticeable through the upper gallery window in the clouds and the
bolt of lightning. Wind blows the curtains and one woman’s umbrella is turned inside out
(Roberts 54).
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The storm highlights the great change in the
nation of France that is taking place in that moment.
Da\ id not onl\- paints the controversial figure of
Bailh- as the central figure, even though he was
guillotined, but he also paints Marat in the gallery
(Roberts 55). Marat was also a polarizing political
figure whom Da\ id admired. He later painted his
death as a political statement in Death ofMarat.
Figure 3: Close up of Oath of the Tennis Courts
Roberts fig. 16

This oath painting takes the same principles

of extreme lo> alt_\' to one's nation that David showed in the Oath ofthe Horatii and
plaees those principles within a modern French context. He is no longer hinting that that
those cjualitics which are shown in a depiction of an ancient myth are admirable and
should be mimicked; he is actually showing a similar oath being taken by French political
leaders. The outstretched arms of the people in the crowd even seem reminiscent of the
rigid outstretched arms of the Horatii. The Tennis court oath how'ever only has a few
women in the background, and is painted with much more unity than the Horatii. The
Oath ofthe Horatii seems to be depicting an oath moment where loyalty to the nation is
chosen over the family, whereas the Tennis Court Oath is showing a moment in which
people are unified by the oath to create a nation and to be loyal to it.

The last painting in the series of oath paintings is the Distribution ofthe Eagles
which l)a\'id began work on in 1808 and finished in 1810. This painting was
commissioned b> Napoleon as one of four paintings of his Coronation. However, because
David and Napoleon's oftlcial disagreed over the amount of money he would be paid for
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them only the('oronuiion ofWipolcou and Josephine and the Distribution ofthe Eagles
wore cmnplcted. The Distribution is also an interesting painting to look at because David
did an original stud> for the painting in 1808 from which it can be deduced reflects more
ol'his \ ie\\ s I'or the painting, and then at Napoleon's request to change certain elements
did another and final \ ersion on 1810 (Roberts 164).

fhe painting, in both \ ersions. depiets the e\ ent that occurred three days after the
coronation of Napoleon and .losephine that was a tribute to all branches of the amry
where the commanders took an oath to the emperor to defend to the death their standard
monuments and to sta\- on the

Figure 4: Distribution of the Eagles Roberts fig. 66

road to \ ictor\ (Boime 44). The standards that the oath is being taken

on are topped with

an eagle because Napoleon adopted it as a symbol oi the French Empire since it w'as also
the sy mbol t)f the Roman standards. The Roman standards

are made most famous perhaps
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by the instance w hen Caesar made his third regiment pursue the Gallic army and engage
them in another fight because the\' had lost their standards to them in battle. The eagle
thus is a representation of militaiy world power.

Da\ id described his \ ision for the painting in a letter to Napoleon in 1806. He
detailed the scene as he imagined it being depicted and then added his own speculation
on the response that the painting would receive. He writes in the letter that the scene is
the moment when the Emperor pronounces: “Soldiers, there are your standards, these
eagles help >ou rail)'. The> will always be w'here your emperor will judge them essential
for the defense of his throne and his people: you wall swear to sacrifice your lives to
defend them and contribute to maintain them by your courage and the road to victory”
(Roberts 164).

There are a few major discrepancies betw^een the 1808 version of the painting and
the 1810 final version. The first is that in the 1808 study David had the goddess Victory
flying overhead w ith a garland of laurels. Napoleon did not like the allegorical depiction
of Victory so he told David to remove it. Also in the original version Josephine stood
behind Napoleon, but since Napoleon split with her later in 1808 she had to be removed
from the final version. The removal of Josephine meant that her son Eugene was instead
brought to stand behind the emperor (Roberts 165).

The 1808 version of the painting also had a colonel standing in the middle of the
painting as the other prominent figure other than Napoleon. David constructed him out of
a composite from figures from the Horatii and the Tennis

Court Oath thus drawing the

three paintings together not only be common theme of loyalty but also by components of
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the compositions themselves (Roberts 166). However in the 1810 version David
rew orkcd the colonel to be a man who no longer resembles those from his two earlier
paintings and w ho balances on his toes in a more dramatic stance (Roberts 166).

Asa whole due to Napoleon's requests the 1810 version ofthe painting is much
more dramatic and decorati\ e. down to the soldier's dress and stances, than the simpler
and clear 1808 \ ersion that David originally came up with. The standards are more
clustered together in the later version and the soldiers taking the oath face different
directions. The stance of the soldiers taking the oath with their hands outstretched is
however, the same as the stance from the Horatii and the Tennis Court Oath (Roberts
167).

Despite the compositional changes the message ofthe painting stays the same.
This painting is clearly another one showing great loyalty. While all three ofthe oath
paintings are about loyalty, the object of the loyalty seems to progress with each painting.
In the Oath of The Horatii the loyalty is to the state over oneself and one’s family. The
idea is that the state is more valuable than one's own life. In the Tennis Court Oath the
loyalty being presented is to the nation over oneself as well. But the loyalty is more
unifying than it is in the Horatii in which the family is being tom apart because ofthe
brothers' loyalty to the state. Lastly the Distribution ofthe Eagles presents a loyalty that
is to the emperor as the head of the state rather than a unifying promise to defend a nation
that the oath takers are creating among themselves.

Though in each painting the depicted loyalty is somewhat different, in all ofthem
the subjects are taking the oaths of lo)'alty because

they think that what they are pledging
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to is worth la> ing down their li\ es for. The ideology being conveyed to the French people
in each of the three paintings is that there is something larger than one’s self that deserves
one's lo\ alt> to the death, namely the nation that one lives in. Napoleon chose to align
himself w ith Da\ id because he was creating artwork that sent the message to the French
people that the>‘ should be loyal to the state above all else and that this would regenerate
the French nation. Napoleon recognized that for an emperor and an empire to be
successful the people had to beliex e that it w’as worth their effort to defend and that they
were part of a great nation in the w'orld so that they would be loyal and give him the
power that he needed in order to be emperor.

Brutus

One of David's other more famous paintings is his Brutus which was painted after
the Oath ofthe Horatii from 1787 to 1789(Herbert 18). It also portrays a scene from
Livy's ancient Roman history. The story is that Lucius Junius Brutus, who lived five
hundred years before the Brutus wfto was Caesar’s assassin, was the nephew ofthe evil
king of Rome Tarquin. Tarquin murdered most of the royal court, but left Brutus alive
because he pretended to be stupid. However Tarquin's rule came to an end when his son
Sextus raped the virtuous Lucretia. Brutus is said to have been present when Lucretila
stabbed herself to remove the shame from her husband,
out of her and sworn over

and to have drawn the knife back

her body to rid Rome of the Tarquin monarchy (Herbert 16)

Later Brutus led a successful battle against Tarquin and had him exiled The
Roman republic was established and Brutus was made

Consul. Though he has already

shown his de\ otion to the Roman republic through his previous actions, wften he
/
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disco\ ercd that his sons. Titus and Tiberius had been coaxed into a conspiracy against the
Republic b\- his w ifc's family, Vitelii, he sentenced them to be executed (Herbert 17).
Livy says little of the Brutus' behavior at the execution other than that, “the looks and
countenance of Brutus alTorded an extraordinaiy^ spectacle, the feelings ofthe father often
struggling with the character of the magistrate"(Herbert 17). Plutarch, however
commented more c\tensi\ ely saying that Brutus' lack of emotion was not normal and
that it was cither caused by his great virtue which lifted him above the sadness, or such
great misery that he could not experience the grief in that moment(Herbert 17).

David was faced \\ ith the challenge of explaining and portraying the complex
sorrow of Brutus in this stor>' and yet the strong devotion that he, as a patriot and a
consul, had to the Roman state. In order to do this he once again imagined a moment that
was not described by Livy. He decided to paint the moment that Brutus' sons were
carried into his house after the execution while Brutus sits with his back turned to them
and his wife and daughters swoon and a servant weeps in the background.

David did several drawing studies for the painting and the element that changed
the most was the figure of
#
Brutus (Herbert 23). Brutus'
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Figure 5; Studv for Brutus Herbert p. 20
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grief of a father. Brutus surprisingly is not the most prominent figure in the painting. He
sits in the shadow off to the side and does not have a commanding stance. Despite this
David took great pains to make sure that his posture was perfect.

OriginallN' Da\ id sketched Brutus seated slumped in his chair with his arms cross
while his household is in the background holding the body of his sons and grieving. In
the ne.xt drawing howe\ er Da\ id tightened up Brutus' posture, which perhaps is bringing
more of the Consul into his figure. He sits a little straighter in his chair. His head is
turned downward and his chin rests

Figure 6: Study for Brutus Herbert p.21

on his hand.
■

'
fV,

His feet are pulled back

i

underneath him, but hang a little
"V

limply. In the third drawing David
decided to draw Brutus with his
head lifted up from his hand which
£:

it had been resting on, with his feet

fc'Figure 7; Study for Brutus Herbert]

crossed beneath his chair, and his other hand on his lap in
response to the grieving action of his household which is
going on behind him. In this last sketch, which is also the
final composition of the painting, of Brutus posture the scene
which is taking place with his household is much more active
tii,
W.

than in the previous sketches. In the previous sketches the

family stands in the background holding the bodies of the dead sons and weeping around

4
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them-

that is takine place in the last sketch however is one in which the bodies

of the sons are just being carried in and the ser\ ants and Brutus' wife and daughters are
seeing them for the llrst time. One of Brutus' daughters swoons, while her mother holds
her up and reaches out her other hand to her sons in griet.

In the final composition of the painting Da\'id has made several points. Brutus is
separated I'rom the rest of the people in the painting by his position in the state, his
distance from them, his seated pose, his different emotional reaction, and by shadow. The
final posture for Brutus wliich
*

Da\’id decided on shows his
Struggle between his positions
as consul and as a father. His
ability to control his emotions
and keep his composure, unlike
his wife and daughters, show^s
his strength as a Consul. But

V--

A

z'
because of the other elements
in the painting, such as the

Figure 8; Brutus Roberts fig. 7

shadow he sits and the fact that
he is raising his head as they carry his sons in shows that he is stru

oa

ling and that he has

been afl'ected h\ the death of his sons.

In contrast to the controlled and quietly grieving Brutus are his wife and
daughters w ho apparenth’ ha\’e thrown aside their wea\'ing judging by the abandoned
basket on the table behind them and ha\ e jumped up at the sight of the sons being
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Image 9: close up Brutus Herbert p.32
brought in (Herbert 44). The women in the painting are
exemplar)- of the Roman stereotype that women are ruled by
their emotions. The>- appear horrified and overcome by the
situation as they cling, reach out, aid faint. The composition
of the three women together is very similar to classical
images of the Niobids fiom reliefs at the Vatican (Herbert
3 32). In the Vatican reliefs

Image 10: Niobids Herbert p.33

Niobe also holds two of her
children as one clings to her
and the other faints. There
seems to be some connection between Dai id's group ot
women and the Niobids not onl)' in their compositions, but
also in their stories. Niobe has to watch the gods kill her
children because she boasted of their beauty, aid Brutus
wife and daughters ha\ e to \Natch their son and brothers be
killed on aeeount of a kind of pride (Herbert 32).

The posture of the swooning daughter also seems to
resemble that of the classical images of the Bacchantes (Herbert u2). The Bacchantes
were known tor their rituals which they perfomied for the god Dionysus who w’as the god
of wine and re\ elr>'. During these rituals the Bacchantes, who were all W'oiiien. would
enter a state of ecstasy- and swoon. The swooning ot the daughtei not only shows the
weakness of w omen, but also the emotion of the moment.
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Ironicalh' the s\nibol of Rome is displayed in a relief on a pedestal over the
bodies of the sons. The founders of Rome Romulus and Remus, are above Brutus, the
Ibunder of the first Roman Republic and his sons who have been executed on account of
it (Herbert 42). .-Mso Brutus' pose is like that of the seated philosopher who usually holds
a pieee of paper in his hand which is his own writing (Herbert 33). Hownver here Brutus
instead holds a piece of paper with his sons' names w ●hich pro\-es that they have
committed treason (Herbert 42). Each of these ironic elements ser\’es to

add to the w^eight

ol'the situation.

Brums is another painting in which David idealizes the \-irtue ofe.xtreme lo>alt}
to the state. Because of the popularity that this painting gained, and because of the
popularity of "Voltaire's play about Brutus which was wrdely renowned at this time, a
kind of Brutus cult began to form. Also wdth the rise the tensions in French politics, and
as the French Re\’olution began people began to assign deeper, and probably originally
unintended meanings to David's painting.

Many people began to see the corruption of the
Farquin court which Brutus swore to clean out as a parallel
w'ilh the corruption in the French monarchical court
(Hebert 50). Some even went so far as to claim that David,
w'hose involvement in politics had growm greatly with the

a;

start of the revolution, intended the painting as a statement
that the French court needed to be cleaned out as w'ell
(Herbert 5 1 ). However, w'hile these political references

Image 11: Seated Philosopher
Herbert p.34
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could be draw n out of the painting, because none ofthem were concrete the Salon did not
review Da\ id (I lerbert 65). Brutus became a major symbol of the French Revolution and
of loyallN to the new French nation.

Some ot these Ion alty paintings, such as the Oath ofthe Horatii, and Brutus, and
the Tennis Court Oath w ere done before David was employed by Napoleon as his official
painter. They all still cany the same message. They all show the virtue of allegiance to
the state being held above one's own life or family. In some sense the fact that this virtue
was so highly esteemed at this time, 1785 before the revolution, makes sense. In a time of
revolution and when new nations are started there has to be a high level or pride in what
is being started and an extreme level of fidelity to it in order for it to be successful.

Though David had been conveying this idea to his audiences before he was
employed by Napoleon, he continued to do so at the request of the emperor after he
began to do paintings which were commissioned by him. Napoleon understood the
importance of David's works of patriotic subjects and knew how powerful glorifying
images of extreme patriots could be. He continued to wish that many ofthese paintings
be of classical scenes not only because Neoclassicism was the leading style of art, but
also because Rome w'as an empire that fully mastered the art of praising extreme loyalty
to the state. The Roman state was the most important thing to every Roman citizen, and
that is the devotion Napoleon knew he needed from the French People as well, and that
he knew David's ideologies w^ould bring about.
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Inierveniio}! ofthe Sabine iVomen

l)a\ id had iwo major breakthroughs in French art during his lifetime. The first
was with the Oath of the lloratii and his creation of the Roman art style. This style was
heroic and bold and earried in it themes of re\ olution and loyalty to one's nation. His
second breakthrough eame after he painted in the Roman style for a while and then
decided he needed to go in a new direction. He wanted to purify his style even further
from that of the Roman art so he de\ eloped a new Grecian style which he displayed for
the I'lrst time in his painting Intervention ofthe Sabine Women (Roberts 113).

Image 12; Intervention of the Sabine Women Roberts fig. 50

David started w'orking on the Intervention ofthe Sabine Momen while he was
working on his 'fhermidorean portraits in the early 1700 s. He ended up working on this
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his Circcian painiing. 1 le chose the inter\ ention rather than the rape because he wanted it
to be an allegorx lor peace, unity, and reconciliation rather than for violence and war
(Roberts 1 12). I"ranee had Just been through the revolution and as a political thinker
Ii)a\ id rccogni/cd that the nation needed to come back together in peace and to let go of
the tensions that had torn pre\iousl>- torn it apart. l\\s Intervention ofthe Sabine Women
was an embodiment of this call to peace and reconciliation which simply used a story
from the histor> ol Rome to portrav the idea.
This painting also tied in with se\’eral of David's other more important paintings
in se\eral \\ a>s. I'irst it tied in with the Oath ofthe Horatii and Brutus in that it was an
idea painting, fhe Horatii and Brutus explored ideas of loyalty to one s country’ and
c.xtrcme patriotism while Sabine Women exhibited ideas of peace and restoration after
ci\ il war. Sabine Women also tied into earlier painting of David's like the Tennis Court
Oath in that it was a historical painting (Roberts 111)Da\ id chose to paint the moment when Hersilia and the other Sabine w’omen, who
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Image 14; study for Intervention of the Sabine Women Roberts fig. 52
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\\ ere now also Roman w i\ es and mothers, came out onto the battle field to entreat their
fathers, brothers, and husbands to stop fighting. Though he never changed the moment
that he chose to depict from his studies to the final painting, he did change several
compositional elements. The biggest change from the studies to the final composition is
that Da\ id made the scene much less tense and energetic. This gradual change

can

attributed to the fact that as he was working on the painting he was also progressing more
and more with his Grecian style.
For example in one of the original studies for Sabine Women David sketched
Romulus with his w eight back on his muscular right leg as he reached to unsheathe his
lance. His stance in the sketch is somewhat crouched and gives off a sense of power and
tension, which would be fittins for a battle scene. David however changed Romulus
stance in the final composition to one that was much more relaxed. In the final one
Romulus stands more erect and immobile with his fingers relaxed on the lance. His shield
is lowered some and he seems much less menacing (Roberts 114). David also made
Romulus and all of the other male figures in the painting nude, which held much

more

with the Greek artistic style. Romulus’ anatomy in the final composition is more beautiful
and youthful with a clean shaven face, then the muscular, bearded Romulus in the studies
which David based on Flaxman’s Iliad translation (Roberts 114).
Other changes wdiich were made from the studies to the final composition had to
do wdth the stance of Tatius and the women in the picture. Tatius, the leader of the Sabine
forces, in the studies stands with his sword only lowered halfway so that it is horizontal
to the ground. He also stands wdth his weight on his right leg so that there is tension and
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lorcc in his posture. Ho\ve\ er in the final composition Tatius' sword is lowered all the
\\a>- so that it is \ crtical in relation to the ground (Roberts 113). This takes a lot of the
menacing energ_\' out oi'his posture.
l)a\ id also changed the women in the painting from the studies to the final
structure. In the sketches the women were more fully clothed and their postures were less
dramatic. For example the woman in the middle behind Hersilia who is bent over to
protect the children on the ground from the soldiers in the original has all tliree children
reaching up to her breasts and she looks down at them. However in the final sketch tw'o
of the children, probably bovs. wrestle while only the third reaches up to her e.xposed
breast. I'he woman also looks up at the soldier above her as if pleading with him to stop
the \iolenee. which is also reflected in the wrestling young children below her (Roberts
1 16).
Da\ id wanted to magnify the impact of the moment in the painting by increasing
the femininit}- of the women. He did this by exposing their breasts, depicting the w’omen
holding children, and having them appealing to the men (Roberts 116). Though the
women are made to seem \'ery feminine in this painting they are actually the dominant
figures. Unlike in Daxid's eaidier paintings like the Oath ofthe Horatii and Brutus w-here
the women sw'oon and ai'e depicted as pow'-erless David made the w^omen in Sabwe
H omen much more powerful by using several techniques.
For the first time in anv of David's w'orks women are in the foreground and the
middle of the painting in Sabine Women. Hersilia. who is the focal point of the painting,
steps boldly in between Romulus and Tatius and stops them from fighting. Romulus
relaxes his grip on his lance and Tatius lowers his sw'ord in her presence (Roberts 1 16).
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Also by putting Hcrsilia in the middle of the painting David split the men into two
different eompartinents. Previously women had always occupied different spaces than
men in Da\ id's painting. This makes the women spatially dominant in Intervention ofthe
Sabine dV;we;? (Roberts 116).
Da\ id carried the theme of male violence and female suffering over into Sabine
Women from earlier works such as Brutus and Horatii, but it seems to have a different
result in this painting. Sabine Women can be seen as a victory for women since they are
able to change the behax ior of the men by entreating them to stop fighting, thus ending
the \ iolence and their suffering rather than merely responding in griefto the violence of
men like in David's earlier works(Robets 117). A woman in the painting stands on a
pedestal and raises a screaming child above her head while the soldiers signal their
response to her appeal to stop fighting by mimicking her by raising their weapons above
their heads (Roberts 116).
Though the Intervention ofthe Sabine Women may seem to have been
disconnected from the politics of France during its time David actually did several things
which made it more connected to the present. He had women that he knew model as the
women in the panting. For example his children's nurse was the woman kneeling over the
three children in the middle (Boime 484). Also he used one ofthe Bellegarde sisters who
had been arrested during the revolution as the model for Hersilia (Roberts 114).
The painting not only connected to the present time in France by having modern
people in it, but also in its subject matter. Intervention ofthe Sabine Women portrays
peace between factions and was an allegory for reconciliation. France had just come out
of a bloody revolution and was in need of healing badly, like Rome before Augustus
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came lo pow er. I'his painting was a political statement which called for peace and
reconciliation within France.
Interestingly it w as shortly after the completion of

that Napoleon

reall\ took interest in Da\ id and attached himself to him (Roberts 111). Napoleon
recognized that the people of France wanted the peace that David exhibited in his work
so he closeh associated himself with the artist in order to be associated with his politics
in the people's minds.
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Chapter 3:
Comparisons and Conclusions
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I he relationships between Livy and Augutus and David and Napoleon are very
similar in the aspeets of their structure and what they produced. Not only were both
relationships composed of a leading artist of the time and an up and coming political
figure, but both relationships also started in similar political situations. It seems that
Augutus and Napoleon realized the power behind Livy’s and David’s beliefs and ideas
about politics w ithin their countries and chose to align themselves with these artists for
the purpose of benefiting their political careers. It can be argued that the success of both
Augustus and Napoleon as emperors of great nations can at least in part be contributed to
their relationships with Livy and David.
When Augustus w as entering the political scene in Rome,it was in chaos due to
the long \ ears of ci\ il wars. The Roman state was ravaged not only by the monetary
strain of these wars, but also b>' the strain of so many Roman deaths and the great
political unrest. For man>- years the people had lived in fear of allying with the wrong
side and of militar>- rulers who took power of the city by force.

France was in a similar state wLen Napoleon began his political career as a
member of the French army. The French revolution in 1789 was, like the Roman civil
wars, very stressful for the people both in the financial and emotional senses. The
Revolution w as the product of long years of harsh life styles for the common people
combined with new thoughts about social structure which were authored in the
intellectual rev olution of the Enlightenment. However,though the French Revolution
brought down the monarchy that was for the people a symbol for and the head ofthe
political SN'stem that w'as in place in France at the time, it left France without a real
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go\ emmcni. The Reign of Terror occurred from 1793-1794 where France went from one
extreme to another: it went from a ruling monarchy, in 1792, under which the people had
no pow er to t> rann\ of the majority which brought with it mass terror and chaos.
Memories of not onl\ a poor and savage lifestyle under the monarchs, but also of a
frightening time of people being sent to the guillotine during the Reign of Terror, This
was the political atmosphere that Napoleon stepped into when he began his political
career through successes he had in the militar}'.

Though the political situations leading up to Augustus’ and Napoleon’s entrances
into politics \\ ere similar their personal backgrounds were quite different. Augustus was
the adopted son of the emperor Juius Caesar. Although Caesar was assassinated by a
group of men in the Senate, he was very well liked by the populares. When Augustus,
then known as Octa\ ian, entered the political scene he was only eighteen years old, but
he was gi\en a place in the Senate and command of part ofthe Roman army due to his
adoption by Caesar ajid to the support of the Orator Cicero.

Almost immediately when Octavian stepped into the political scene in Rome he
began waging a propaganda war against his step father’s murderer and his own political
rival Marc Antony who was in Eg>pt at the time. Antony was the consul in charge ofthe
western pro\dnces including Egypt. He was also having an affair with Caesar’s former
lover, the queen of Egypt Cleopatra.

Octa\'ian wisely portrayed himself with symbols of

his step father, calling himself

“divi filius" or “son of a god", since Caesar had declared himself a god during his

rule.

He also made the sun god Apollo his patron god. His rival Antony on the other hand
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ernment. The Reign of Terror occurred from 1793-1794 where France went from one
^●’^trcirie lo another: it went from a ruling monarchy, in 1792. under which the people had
no

pow er to t> rann\ of the majority which brought with it mass terror and chaos,

^ornorics of not onl\ a poor and savage lifestyle under the monarchs, but also of a
^^ightening time of people being sent to the guillotine during the Reign of Terror. This
^as

political atmosphere that Napoleon stepped into when he began his political

career through successes he had in the militar>'.

Though the political situations leading up to Augustus’ and Napoleon s entrances
into politics w ere similar their personal backgrounds were quite different. Augustus was
Ihe adopted son ol' the emperor Juius Caesar. Although Caesar was assassinated by a
group of men in the Senate, he was very w-ell liked by the populares. When Augustus,
then known as Octa\ ian. entered the political scene he was only eighteen years old, but
he was gi\ cn a place in the Senate and command of part of the Roman army due to his
adoption by Caesar and to the support of the Orator Cicero.

Almost immediately w^hen Octavian stepped into the political scene in Rome he
began waging a propaganda war against his step father’s murderer and his own political
rival Marc Antony who w'as in Egypt at the time. Antony was the consul in charge of the
western provinces including Egypt. He w^as also having an affair with Caesar s former
lover, the queen of Egypt Cleopatra.

Octa\'ian wisely portrayed himself with symbols of his step father, calling himself
*'divi filius" or “son of a god", since Caesar had declared himself a god during his rule.
He also made the sun god Apollo his patron god. His rival Antony on the other hand
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chose the god Dion> sus as his patron god. This was a big mistake on his part since
Dion> sus w as alrcad\ associated with the East and the people of Rome were already
\var>' of Anton\ because of his relationship to Cleopatra. Octavian played on the fears of
the Roman people b> claiming that Antony wanted to move the center ofthe empire to
Eg> p^

longer had Rome's best interest in mind.

By first defeating .Antony in a propaganda battle Octavian gained the support he
needed from the Roman people to take his army and defeat Antony at the Battle of
Actium. thus gaining control of Rome and starting his famous and powerful career as
Augustus, the ruler of Rome. But Octavian did not come up with the political ideals that
he utilized in order to make the Roman people support him instead of Antony; he got
them from Livy.

Napoleon, on the other hand, was not related to a powerful ruler. He grew up on
the French island of Corsica and was the son of a second tier noble. Napoleon went to
school in Paris and joined the military^ later, but he did not have the familial advantages
that Octavian did. Napoleon gained his status and entrance into France’s politics through
his military career, much like Octavian's step father Julius Caesar had done. Napoleon
gained the support of the people of France by adopting the ideals ofthe artist David who
was part of the Neoclassical movement and who portrayed Roman ideals of loyalty to the
state and peace and reconciliation after civil war in his works.

Though Augustus and Napoleon arrived at their relationships with Livy and
David in different w'ays, they used them in similar ways. Both of the emperors aligned
themselves with the artists in order to gain the support of the people of their countries and
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to associate thcmscK es \\ ith ideals that the people wanted. This led, for both Augustus
and Napoleon, to great political careers, and to the creation of both the Roman and
French empires.

Not onl\ did Augustus and Napoleon arrive at their relationships with Livy and
Da\ id in dissimilar wa\ s. but the relationships themselves were also quite different. Livy
and .Augustus' relationship was much more distant than that of Napoleon and David. Livy
grew up in a pro\ ince of northern Italy that was controlled by Rome, but not considered
to be part of Rome and the citizens to be Romans until after the Social wars. Livy
experienced the effects of the Roman cWi\ wars and because ofthem wrote his early
histor\ of Rome as not only a unifying background for the state, but also as a work that
exemplified what an ideal Roman state and citizens should look like.

Augustus was a member of a patrician family and grew up very privileged. His
adoption by his great Uncle .Tulius Caesar as his son before the emperor was assassinated
also made him e\'en more privileged and connected within Rome. When Caesar was
murdered Augustus entered the political scene with the support of the respected Orator
Cicero. Though the young Octavian drew ideals from Livy’s work he never initiated a
close relationship w ith the historian. Augustus never commissioned any work from Livy,
which in a w'ay kept the historian's work pure and genuine in the eyes ofthe Roman
people. There is evidence, however, that Livy and Augustus had a fiiendship, or at the
very least were on friendly terms.

Napoleon and Da^●id's relationship however was much more personal than the
distant friendship of Augustus and Livy that included no political or monetary ties. David
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had been painting and participating in French politics throughout the French Revolution,
which \\ as also before he ever met Napoleon. Once David met the young general and
political figure, he was enamored and wanted to paint him. Napoleon ofcourse saw the
ad\ antage in ha\ ing a relationship with the popular painter and political idealist. Not only
did Napoleon draw ideologies from David's influential paintings, but he also pursued a
strong relationship with the painter by naming him the official artist ofthe French empire
when he became Emperor.

Napoleon also commissioned several paintings from David including

in

His Study, The Coronation ofNapoleon and Josephine^ Napoleon Crossing the St.
Bernard, and The Distribution ofthe Eagles. Napoleon saw David’s paintings as a tool
that he could use to present himself to the French people in different ways. For example
he used Napoleon Crossing the St .Bernard Xo portray himself as a calm but capable and
authoritati\ e commander. At a later time he had David paint him as an older man with
maps and papers on his desk showing his intense devotion to his work for good of the
French Republic in Napoleon in His Study. Though Napoleon was trying to convey
specific messages about himself through these paintings that he commissioned from
David there was also the advantage of these paintings being thought of in association
with David's earlier and more politically idealistic paintings.

Augustus and Napoleon both drew their core political ideologies from the artists
Livy and David w'hen they were first entering the political arena. Both emperors aligned
themseh es with these Livy and David in order to be associated with the ideals for
societies and citizens that were presented in works of both artists. Without these
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ideologies which Augustus and Napoleon would not have had the great success in their
political careers and in their leadership of two great empires.
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